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‘Mix a little foolishness with your serious plans: 
it’s lovely to be silly at the right moment’

Horace (65-8 BC)
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THE IMPEACHMENT OF HORACE THOMPSON

 When they arrested the Prime Minister and accused him of treason, it was as 
if something snapped in Dave Britten’s brain.

 Dave liked Horace and he was as sick as everyone else with the endless confu-
sion over whether or not the country was leaving the European Union. The arrest 
of Horace Thompson was the last straw. Dave was angry. So angry he could 
hardly speak. His wife Angie would ask him what he wanted for tea or tell him 
how Sophie had got on at school today and Dave couldn’t reply. He was so full of 
fury he was lost for words. They were damming up inside him as if he had some 
sort of verbal constipation.

 He thought lots of things. Many of them violent. Most of them violent, to tell 
the truth. He listened to the radio and watched the news on TV but everything he 
heard made him more angry still and less capable of expressing his seething fury.

 He tried to discuss this with Angie, and also with his friend Neil, but he 
couldn’t. He couldn’t communicate at all beyond the occasional ‘um’, ‘maybe’ 
and ‘huh?’ This was not a satisfactory state of mind for Dave, Angie or for their 
two children, Sophie and Poppy. A father, husband and friend struck dumb as a 
result of the arrest of the Prime Minister was not conducive to a happy home-life 
in the Britten household.

 After a day of silence, Angie said, ‘Get a grip, Dave. I’m sick of this dumb 
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stupidity. Go and see the doctor.’

 Dave did as he was told, though it took another eight days before Angie could 
secure an appointment for him and, even then, it was only because he was willing 
to turn up in the middle of the working day.

 When the day finally dawned, Dave presented Dr Patel with a piece of paper 
on which he had written, ‘I can’t speak any more, doctor. I think it is fury over 
Brexit and the arrest of the Prime Minister.’

 Dr Patel read the note carefully, invited Dave to open his mouth, examined his 
larynx and hummed and hawed to himself. ‘Um-hum,’ he said, his voice rising 
on the ‘hum’, suggesting a positive reaction rather than falling, which might have 
been for the worse. Dr Patel’s cold hands and long fingers pressed gently on 
Dave’s neck in search of swollen glands. ‘Hmmm,’ said Dr Patel non-commit-
tally.

 At length the doctor resumed his seat, placed his two long, delicate, well-
groomed hands flat in front of him on the desk, leaned forward so Dave noticed, 
for the first time, the tired look around Dr Patel’s dark eyes, and said, ‘Yes, this 
is unusual, I agree. But not life-threatening. I can see no medical reason why you 
should have lost your voice. I can only conclude it is psychosomatic. The current 
political situation has resulted in a number of similar psychosomatic illnesses 
including gastroenteritis, depression of course, suicide and suicidal thoughts, 
headaches, loss of libido, anger-management issues and so on. This is the first 
time a patient has come to me having been struck dumb. I doubt if it will be the 
last.’

 Dave nodded. Looked inquiringly. Dr Patel looked back uncomprehendingly. 
Dave took out his notebook and wrote, ‘Is there a cure?’
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 Dr Patel smiled sadly. ‘Not really, Mr Britten. Or at least not until we settle 
down again as a country and accept we are remaining in the European Union for 
the good of the NHS and everyone finally agrees it was a treasonous lie to claim 
leaving would mean another £365 million a week for the health service. Until 
then, I fear these illnesses will keep cropping up and there is no cure but accep-
tance.’

 Dr Patel paused. Dave said nothing. Obviously.

 Dr Patel looked at his patient, noted his thinning brown hair, the perplexed 
look in his eyes and his sallow complexion. ‘What is it you do for a living, Mr 
Britten? Plumber, is that right?’

 Dave nodded.

 ‘I could fix you an appointment with a speech therapist. They can teach you 
how to speak again. Give you exercises to get the vocal chords going again, 
things like that. Mind you,’ Dr Patel consulted his computer screen - he preferred 
looking at the screen to looking at his patients - ‘Mind you,’ he said, ‘I don’t 
think we can get you an appointment for another ten weeks. There is only one 
speech therapist for the entire borough and she’s busy at the moment. Very busy, 
I’m afraid. It’s austerity, you see. The cuts. This Government really does not care 
about the NHS. Not to mention all this uncertainty about Brexit, of course.’

 Dave nodded and pulled a face which was intended to indicate impatience, 
regret, indifference and disbelief all at the same time. He thought: silence is the 
right response.


 Lying in bed, not managing to get to sleep, Dave and Angie had watched on 
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live TV the Prime Minister’s arrest at one minute past midnight on November 
1. Mr Thompson had broken the law, according to the Parliamentary indictment 
issued by the Speaker, the diminutive Joe Berk, in the name of the House of 
Commons. It accused Mr Thompson of treason by ignoring the collective will 
of Parliament and refusing to seek an extension to Britain’s membership of the 
European Union despite legislation requiring him to do just that.

 The indictment was drafted by a former Attorney General Charles Roberts, a 
Conservative MP. Roberts was the son of a Frenchwoman and the holder of the 
French Légion d’honneur, like his father. Roberts had returned from his home 
in the Dordogne in time to take up his new office in the new Government of 
National Unity. The indictment he drafted demanded not just Mr Thompson’s 
resignation as Prime Minister but his trial as a traitor and his punishment with life 
imprisonment.

 There had been some debate among the plotters about whether, in this case, 
the ultimate punishment of the death penalty should be sought by his prosecutors. 
It was no longer on statute books, as Mr Roberts had pointed out to his co-con-
spirators, but what could be more clearly treason than a Prime Minister willing 
to jeopardise the entire country by defying the democratic will of Parliament and 
abandoning the nation’s cherished links with the European Union without any 
sort of a deal or agreement on what would happen afterwards? Surely, as crimes 
against the State are concerned, it’s hard to imagine a worse one. They could 
change the law to bring back the death penalty if they wanted to; they could do 
anything now.

 But the decision was finally taken not to pursue the death penalty on two 
grounds. The first was that it would take too long, what with appeals and further 
appeals which would almost certainly result in the prisoner’s life being spared 
(assuming he was willing to appeal to the European Court of Justice, which the 
conspirators all agreed would be highly amusing and serve him right). More 
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importantly, as one of the MPs involved, probably Heidi but it might have been 
Nicola or even Jo, nobody was quite sure afterwards and anyway it didn’t really 
matter; more importantly, as someone pointed out, all the politicians seeking to 
remove Mr Thompson were on the record as saying they were adamant the death 
penalty was a barbaric remnant of yesteryear and other countries, especially the 
United States, which continued to use it were to be abhorred and condemned at 
every opportunity.

 ‘We don’t want to be seen as hypocrites,’ Heidi, or Nicola or even Jo pointed 
out to general agreement.

 Dave and Angie did not know this as they watched the TV lying in bed at a 
few minutes past midnight.

 What they did know, because they could see it, was Mr Thompson being 
led away in handcuffs by armed police officers. The Metropolitan Police squad 
arrived at Number 10, Downing Street, in a large posse with blue lights blazing. 
Their riot-proof vehicles had been tracked by TV cameras weaving their way 
through two crowds of protestors - those calling for an immediate Brexit and 
those demanding the opposite.

 As TV crews roamed Whitehall, there was furious debate on the streets, in the 
pubs, on radio and TV, on Twitter and all the other places where people vent their 
spleen, about the legality or otherwise of ordering the impeachment of a sitting 
Prime Minister. Fighting had broken out in Parliament Square and along White-
hall. Riot police were trying to keep the two sides apart. So far nobody had been 
killed.

 From the safety of their bedroom in Walsall, Dave and Angie watched the 
chaos and listened to pundits arguing ever-more furiously. The law was very 
clear, explained a woman who said she was a member of Lawyers Against Brexit. 
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Impeachment was a necessary step to bring the Prime Minister to heel and punish 
him for failing to obey the law. Just because nobody had been tried by the House 
of Lords since Warren Hastings in 1795 didn’t mean it wasn’t still possible to 
haul a miscreant in front of the highest court in the land to answer to Parliament 
for their actions.

 A reporter and a history professor knowledgably explained that Warren Hast-
ings had been a governor of Bombay who was accused of corruption and got off 
after a long trial. They went on to debate the propriety of reviving a law which 
was last invoked in 1848, when an MP failed to put Lord Palmerston on trial.

 A Brexit supporter was grudgingly given three minutes to argue the arrest of 
the Prime Minister was a constitutional, legal, civil and political outrage. He said 
what was happening was nothing short of a military coup. It was pointed out the 
army was not involved. He replied by drawing attention to the machine guns 
being touted by the squad of arresting officers. 

 The Brexiteer was then accused of trying to foment public disorder when he 
said, ‘The last thing we need in these fractured times is rioting on the streets, but 
that’s what we are in danger of getting.’

 ‘Oh turn it off,’ Angie begged Dave, ‘I’ve got work tomorrow.’

 ‘So have I,’ he mumbled, wondering why his voice sounded so subdued.

 They turned the telly off before the news came through that a Government 
of National Unity had been formed with the Speaker, Joe Berk, at its head. He 
would bear the title Prime Minister and his first mission would be to fly over-
night to Brussels to beg the European Union to allow Britain to remain within its 
borders.
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 This meeting had, of course, been arranged some days earlier and the EU 
had already ordered its member states to take no action suggestive of a no-deal 
Brexit by the United Kingdom. Brussels was ready for the Speaker’s visit and 
everything was in place for a 12-month extension during which time the UK 
would hold a second referendum on membership, come to its senses by voting to 
remain, and all would be well.

 Dave did not realise, as he lay in bed trying to sleep, his head spinning with 
thoughts of the events taking place in that London, that ‘so have I’ were to be the 
last words he would speak before he was struck completely dumb. If he had, he 
later realised, he’d have tried to think of something profound to say.


 Joe Berk visited the Queen at one o’clock in the morning. Her Majesty, despite 
her great age, was up and ready to receive him. Mr Speaker Berk said he had been 
commanded by the House of Commons to inform her of the impeachment of her 
Prime Minister and to ask her to appoint him in Mr Thompson’s place.

 Looking bleakly at the short, eager man bending deeply from the waist, Her 
Majesty sighed. ‘This is a necessary formality, one supposes, but I can’t imagine 
why anyone would put themselves forward to become Prime Minister just at the 
moment. Good luck to you, Mr Berk.’ The Queen may have taken heart from the 
fact that this Prime Minister was the first to be no taller than she was, but as she 
remained seated while Mr Berk bowed and scraped it is not possible to be entirely 
sure.

 On the way to RAF Northolt, Mr Berk sat in the back of his chauffeur-driven 
electric Jaguar with his wife Tracy. Their relationship had endured its ups and 
downs over the years. Tracy was a paid-up member of the Labour Party when she 
met the then Conservative MP for one of the well-heeled Home Counties constit-
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uencies. In those days, Berk was a Thatcherite right-winger. Not quite hang ‘em, 
flog ‘em but almost. This was because he had never actually had sex. Tracey, 
a long-legged, long-haired, highly-sexed young woman took him in hand and 
everything changed. In the regular glow following their relationship’s frequent 
climaxes, she explained to him the errors of his ways. She seduced him into the 
realisation that everything he used to believe in was wrong. It had worked so 
successfully that he won the job as Commons Speaker by antagonising most of 
the MPs in his own party and winning over all their enemies. He had continued 
sleeping with the enemy ever since but even Tracy Berk had not realised her 
efforts would have won her the keys to Number 10. Indeed, she was lucky to have 
got that far given that she had been enjoying several extra-marital relationships 
while Mr Berk spent hours on end sitting on the Speaker’s chair. Joe knew some 
of this and was sufficiently besotted by his wife’s allure to disregard her other 
activities. He sometimes thought of her as Lady Macbeth, but that only turned 
him on all the more.

 On the way to the airport he found himself extremely aroused and Tracy did 
what she could to alleviate the situation.


 The following morning, when he woke from a fitful sleep and turned on the 
TV, Dave saw several politicians and pundits explaining what had been going on 
overnight. Horace in jail. Berk in Brussels. Brexit broken. A new Cabinet agreed 
in advance, the names listed on the BBC website with biographies of various 
Labour hard-men, Tory rebels, Scottish Nationalists, Liberal Democrats and so 
on, together with their new posts.

 A spokesman for Horace Johnson declared, ‘How can this be a Government 
of National Unity when it represents the 48 per cent who voted to Remain in the 
EU and ignores the 52 per cent who want to leave? It is a disgusting and illegal 
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coup. It has turned this country into a banana republic. It is a revolution, so far, 
so bloodless. Let’s hope to God it stays that way.’

 Meanwhile commuters in London were trying to get to work, dodging the road-
blocks set up by the Extinction Rebellion which was morphing into an anti-capi-
talism demonstration and an anti-Brexit riot. There were barricades and burning 
tyres. On the inner-city estates there were knifings, but they had nothing much to 
do with politics so nobody really noticed.

 The City of London Central Criminal Court was the venue for ex-Prime 
Minister Thompson’s remand hearing. He had been taken from Downing Street 
straight to the cells under the Old Bailey with just a biography of the Athenian 
statesman Pericles for company. The duty magistrates were told to arrive at the 
courts by 6am and sneaked in through a side door. The judge who would sit with 
them had been preparing for this moment for some days. Her Honour Jane Brad-
shaw had camped in her chambers nearby, with her clerk, and was inside the Old 
Bailey by 5am. She wore a spider’s-web brooch.

 The defendant was to come into court at nine. The building opened to the 
public half an hour earlier. Mrs Bradshaw spent the first hour refusing media 
requests to televise the proceedings or to give interviews. The judges’ quarters in 
the Old Bailey were filled by half past seven as her fellow lawyers gathered round 
like vultures waiting to feed on the ex-Prime Minister’s bones. Few of them had a 
good word to say for Mr Thompson; some of them were friends with his ex-wife.

 The court staff were not so eager to dance on Mr Thompson’s grave. One 
clerk, Olive Rowe, was determined he should get a good breakfast and cooked 
one for him in the staff room. She was refused access to the cells when she tried 
to take it down for Mr Thompson. He was, however, offered a sandwich and a 
cup of tea which, he told his jailers, would be quite sufficient. What he really 
wanted as a shower, a shave and a change of shirt but these were denied him. The 
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police sergeant responsible for the cells, Edmund Ludlow, said: ‘I’m sorry sir, 
there are no facilities here. The only people we usually keep here overnight are a 
few drunks, I’m afraid.’

 Several lawyers, politicians and journalists demanded the right to see the 
prisoner. They were all turned away by Sergeant Ludlow. ‘I’m under orders, 
I’m afraid, from the Chief Constable herself. Nobody to be admitted to see Mr 
Thompson until he meets the duty solicitor.’

 Many of these lawyers, politicians and journalists argued, demanded, insisted, 
pulled rank, pleaded and cajoled but Sergeant Ludlow remained politely adamant. 
‘I am sorry sir,’ he would say, ‘But I cannot unlock these doors for you and I 
would ask you now to leave these offices. Thank you.’

 These supporters stamped and grumbled and withdrew to mumble and murmur 
in the vast echoing halls of the Central Criminal Court. A police cordon had been 
drawn up outside and it was difficult even for lawyers, politicians and journalists 
to gain access. A few brave individuals invoked their legal right to see justice 
being done but the court staff, supported by police officers with machine guns, 
were not to be persuaded.

 ‘You can always write to the Lord Chief Justice or the Chief Constable,’ the 
staff would say.

 ‘That won’t help me now, today, will it?’ the furious member of the public 
would retort, knowing, however, that he would not get this stupid jobsworth to 
relent.

 One of the regular Old Bailey workers who was allowed to pass through the 
cordon without much difficulty was John Cook, the duty solicitor.
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 His usual clientele consisted of the drunks who were Sergeant Ludlow’s usual 
guests, a few muggers, one or two drug addicts and, if he was very lucky, an 
armed robber or two. Unfortunately for a criminal lawyer with a living to make, 
armed robbery had gone out of fashion. The thieving had gone up-market. Men 
with muscles and sawn-off shotguns had been replaced by nerds with laptops.

 Cook, in his early sixties, was one of those lawyers who never really made a 
success of his career. Some solicitors become accustomed to grubbing around for 
the fag ends the legal system threw their way. As dependent on the State, through 
Legal Aid, as most of his importunate clients would be if they refrained from 
breaking the law, John Cook wore an old suit, a slightly greasy old school tie, 
scuffed black shoes and had bad breath.

 He arrived at the Old Bailey police office just after eight o’clock. ‘Got one in 
this morning you might be interested in, John’ said Sergeant Ludlow cheerily. 
‘Mizz Dick says he’s to be kept specially for you.’

 ‘I am flattered,’ said Cook, trying to brush rainwater off his sleeves and 
stamping his feet to shake it off his trousers. ‘Difficult getting in this morning,’ 
he added, ‘Whole place seems to have gone mad.’

 ‘You have heard the news, John, haven’t you?’ asked Sergeant Ludlow admit-
ting the solicitor to his world and leading him down the green corridor towards 
the stairs descending to the cells. Sergeant Ludlow was aware through long 
acquaintance with the solicitor that he possessed a certain other-worldly quality 
which probably stemmed from the long, solitary hours he spent watching birds in 
far flung places.

 ‘Not really,’ Cook admitted. ‘I went to bed early. Bit of a headache, you know. 
And this morning, well…’

 ‘Stay here,’ Ludlow ordered. He slipped past Cook and went back to his office, 
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returning with a copy of that morning’s ‘Daily Telegraph’ which was covered 
with a single, huge picture of Horace Thopmson under the headline: ‘Horace 
Jailed. Brexit abandoned. Berk PM.’

 ‘Oh my God,’ said duty solicitor John Cook.

 ‘Come and meet your new client, John,’ said Sergeant Ludlow cheerily.


  Angie made breakfast and took the children to school before rushing off to the 
hospital where she worked as a nurse. There was rarely much conversation in the 
Britten household first thing in the morning, especially when Dave was watching 
the TV while cooking sausage sandwiches and brewing tea for himself and the 
kids. Angie preferred an apple or a wholefood bar and maybe a cup of coffee. She 
did not actually notice that Dave hadn’t spoken and he hadn’t really tried to say 
much beyond the usual early morning grunts which passed for communication in 
the morning.

 It was only when he was on his first job that he noticed he couldn’t speak 
any more. He was supposed to be installing the plumbing for a new bathroom, 
working with one of his usual associates, Simon Baxter, when he discovered his 
vocal chords were not responding. A simple ‘morning, Sim’ was beyond his abili-
ties. Their customer, Mrs Harris, made them mugs of tea first thing and wanted to 
inspect the work in progress. When she asked Dave where exactly the pipes to the 
radiator would go, he pointed and smiled and looked embarrassed. Sim explained 
with a laugh, ‘He’s lost his voice, Mrs Harris. Just as well if you ask me. We can 
get on with the job without his constant interruptions.’

 Dave frowned, smiled and waved a dismissive hand before pointing at his 
throat, opening his mouth and putting a hand in front of it to indicate nothing 
would be coming out. He looked embarrassed and apologetic. Mrs Harris said, 
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‘Poor you,’ and stroked the sleeve of his shirt.

 In the course of the morning, Sim explained to Dave that the jailing of Horace 
Thompson was a national scandal, that the Government of National Unity was a 
joke, that Mr Speaker Berk - now, according to Radio One, Mr Prime Minister 
Berk - should be taken out and shot, that running off to Brussels was like surren-
dering to the enemy and that he hated everyone from ‘that London’ who had 
conspired over the last three years to destroy Brexit and thwart the will of the 
people. ‘I wish I could fucking have the fucking bastards,’ Sim said.

 At that moment, Mrs Harris arrived with fresh cups of tea. ‘Sorry, Mrs Harris,’ 
said Sim, ‘I didn’t see you there.’

 ‘Oh don’t worry, Simon, my husband says much the same thing whenever we 
watch the news.’ She smiled and handed over the fresh mugs before picking up 
the empties. ‘He used to live in Paris, you know. Worked for BNP, the French 
bank. It’s a lovely city. Or it used to be. Now it’s a slum, really. Full of beggars 
and tramps.’

 ‘Immigrants,’ said Sim.

 ‘Yes, well,’ said Mrs Harris, not willing to go there.

 Listening to all this, while routinely fitting a shower and radiator in Mrs 
Harris’s bathroom, Dave grew more and more angry. But he could say nothing. 
He just had to grind his teeth in impotent fury. He agreed with more or less every-
thing Sim said. And yet he could not now remember why he had decided to vote 
to leave the European Union. It was such a long time ago, and the endless debates 
ever since - not a day has passed when it didn’t dominate the news - served only 
to reinforce his original decision.
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 It wasn’t exactly a rational decision; more of a gut instinct. For Dave, and 
most of the people he knew at work or at the football, or in his own family, the 
feeling was the same: our country is better off outside the European Union. What 
was it? Patriotism? Partly. After all, Dave had been brought up with stories of 
his grandfather Eric’s exploits at Dunkirk and on D-Day. We’d liberated Europe, 
now we were enslaved by Europe. That’s what it seemed like, anyway, every 
time the European Court make some ludicrous decision like giving prisoners the 
vote. What a ridiculous idea - people who were enemies of society, which crimi-
nals must be otherwise they wouldn’t be in jail - can’t be allowed to dictate who 
governs the country.

 Why else? That money we would save? Maybe. Immigration? Definitely. 
Polish plumbers were everywhere, undercutting people like Dave and his mates. 
It was hard to compete. Especially with the Government cracking down on VAT. 
Most customers objected to paying an extra 20 per cent VAT on your work and 
wanted the job done for cash. But Dave and his mates had to stay more or less 
on the right side of the law. They might be able to do the odd bits and pieces for 
cash but a job like this one, Mrs Harris’s bathroom, which would come to maybe 
£10,000, well you couldn’t bank ten grand in cash without an explanation, could 
you? It had to go through the books which meant Mrs Harris had to pay the 20 per 
cent. She didn’t like it - or, more to the point, her husband didn’t like it - but there 
you are, don’t blame me, blame the taxman. Whereas the Polaks would sweep 
in, undercut whatever reasonable price an English worker might offer, and then 
bugger off back to Poland again. All cash. No VAT. Cheaper and cheaper still. 
How could a decent tradesman compete?

 That’s what the EU had done to trade and Dave resented it. 

 He wasn’t against competition as such. It’s fair enough if a customer gets two 
or three quotes for a job and goes for the least expensive, all other things being 
equal. But it’s not fair when the Polaks force down prices to the point where it’s 
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almost impossible to make a decent living. As it is, Dave’s van had just failed its 
MoT and needed almost £2,000-worth of work doing to it. He’d have to find the 
money because he couldn’t afford to buy another.

 Sim re-tuned the radio so it was broadcasting live from outside the Old Bailey. 
A reporter was saying that the Horace Thompson case, which was scheduled to be 
the first of the day, had been postponed. There was speculation over the reasons 
for this delay including one pundit who claimed Mr Thompson had refused to 
leave his cell. Might even have padlocked himself to the window bars, it was 
suggested. This was denounced as ridiculous. A supporter went on about how 
disgraceful the whole thing was. A psephologist had conducted an instant poll: 45 
per cent of voters were in favour impeachment, 46 per cent were opposed, the rest 
didn’t know. He said 52 per cent were against a Government of National Unity 
and 43 per cent wanted a clean break Brexit now. ‘The numbers are complicated,’ 
he went on, ‘There is no really clear picture because so many people are among 
the “don’t knows” but if there were a second referendum tomorrow the majority 
would probably be for remain, maybe 52-48 which would be the precise reverse 
of the original outcome.’


 Sergeant Ludlow led John Cook into the meeting room and went to fetch his 
new client, Horace Thompson. The recently deposed Prime Minister barrelled 
into the room, larger than life and a little more dishevelled than usual. His hair 
was awry, his suit more than usually crumpled and, as he had not been given a 
chance to shave, there were the beginnings of some stubble over his chubby face.

 For the duty solicitor it was a strange experience. It’s not often you meet a 
famous face in the flesh, a national celebrity. Horace was a little shorter in real 
life than he appeared on TV, also a little less fleshy, but only a little. His hand-
shake was real enough - firm almost to the point of crushing - and his voice was 
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as lively as usual. And his mouth really did possess the ability to undermine and 
make a joke out of more or less anything he said. Somehow, Horace Thompson 
could say one thing while, through the expression of his mouth and, perhaps, the 
twinkle of his eye, he could undermine it, laugh at it and pretend the whole thing 
was some enormous jape.

 The first thing he said to Cook, after crushing his hand in a handshake and, 
somewhat superfluously, announcing, ‘John, pleased to meet you, Horace 
Thompson’ was, ‘That a Marlborough tie?’ Horace poked Cook in the chest with 
a blunt forefinger.

 Cook looked briefly at the somewhat elderly, slightly frayed tie with its red 
and dark blue stripes. ‘Yes, it is,’ he confessed. He’d often thought he should have 
moved on from wearing an old school tie but somehow he clung onto it despite 
everything.

 

 ‘Were you at school with Mrs Berk, you know, Tracey, the Speaker’s wife?’

 Cook silently handed Horace the newspaper. ‘Oh, Prime Minister’s wife, yes, 
of course,’ said Horace with a grin. ‘And were you one of those school-chums 
who enjoyed Tracey’s favours back in the day, John?’

 ‘Do you think we should sit down and discuss your case, Prime Minister?’ 
asked Cook, indicating the table and four chairs in the middle of the room. Horace 
ignored the question and prowled. He looked, thought Cook, like a caged lion. He 
was certainly too big for this small, antiseptic interview room. He filled it with a 
restless energy which seemed to want to break everything apart.

 ‘Nothing to discuss, Cookie. I can call you Cookie, can’t I? Whole thing’s 
quite illegal. I shall adopt the same approach as King Charles I and refuse to 
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recognise any tribunal which seeks to try an appointed Prime Minister while 
still in office. I shall quote from the King’s own testimony to Cromwell and his 
thugs…’

 Horace was about to burst into the speech itself when John Cook piped up, 
‘Yes, Mr Thompson, but as I recall it did not go too well for Charles I in the end, 
did it? He still got his head chopped off, didn’t he?’

 ‘He did, I must admit, that he did,’ said Horace thoughtfully. ‘But do you have 
any better suggestion? I am, after all, a political prisoner incarcerated contrary to 
the rule of law after a coup mounted by my enemies. The only difference between 
today and 1649 is that, thank God, we are not all wielding swords.’

 ‘Not yet, anyway,’ Cook muttered.


 Dave went to a Saddlers game. He had followed Walsall Football Club all his 
43 years and a home game against Swindon Town on a crisp November evening 
was something to enjoy. Dave usually met his mate Neil, Neil’s brother Dan and 
Dan’s wife Claire at the Charles Napier, not far from Bescot Stadium which Dave 
had still not learnt to call the Banks’s Stadium even though he liked drinking the 
brewery’s beer.

 The place was busy and noisy. The TVs were, unusually, tuned to Sky News 
because most of the people in the place were genuinely interested in what was 
happening in London. Most of them were angry about it as well.

 

 Claire, described by her husband Dan as ‘a strapping wench’ and not some-
body to mess with - she worked as a fireman and refused to use the expression 
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‘firefighter’ - was on her second pint already when Dave arrived. ‘Have you seen 
what’s going on, Dave?’ she said indignantly.

 ‘Just relax, Claire,’ said Dan. ‘Pint, Dave?’

 Dave gave Dan the thumbs up while Claire carried on talking, ‘These filthy 
hypocritical bastards. We voted to leave. They promised we’d leave and now 
what? Well I’m voting Brexit, let me tell you, and no mistake. These Conserva-
tives are spineless. And as for that Berk - how could a man like that ever be Prime 
Minister? I’m embarrassed for the country, I really am. It’s humiliating. That 
little squashed toad.’

 Dan returned with the beers. ‘Is she still at it?’ he laughed, ‘She hasn’t shut up 
since Horace was arrested.’

 

 ‘I suppose it’s lucky the Saddlers will never get into Europe,’ said Neil, trying 
to move the conversation on to the football. ‘I have to say I’m sick to death of 
Brexit and everything about it. Bloody everything. Sorry Claire but I really don’t 
care any more.’

 She looked for a moment as if she would throw her beer over Neil as they 
stood round a pillar in the crowded bar but thought better of it. Luckily, Dave 
realised, he could allow the conversation to flow around him without the need 
actually to speak. The others were doing a good enough job there. All he had to 
do was listen, nod occasionally, shake his head sorrowfully, and sup his beer. 
When it came to his turn to get a round in, all he had to do was shake a glass in 
front of his friends. They quickly cottoned on and drank up.

 It was at the stadium itself that Dave realised how disadvantaged he had 
become as a result of losing his voice. He could not sing, or yell, or cheer, or boo. 
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He could not react to the game as it evolved. He could not insult the opposition or 
moan about his own players let alone express dismay at the manager’s decision 
to stick with that useless striker Josh Gordon. Worst of all, Dave was unable to 
express his disapproval, dismay and disgust that the referee was Trevor Kettle, 
the man dubbed ‘the worst in the football league’.

 Dave slipped away at half time, texting his friends as he walked away: ‘Gone 
home, not feeling too good. Come on you Saddlers!!!’

 Walsall beat Swindon Town 2-1.


 Horace Thompson knew the propaganda value of his actions. He knew that a 
refusal to appear in court at the appointed hour would, in itself, become headline 
news. So he refused to leave the consultation room where he was holed up with 
his duty solicitor John Cook.

 When the police officers knocked on the door at 8.50 am to say it was time 
for the court appearance, Horace told them to bugger off. He said to his lawyer, 
‘Cookie, why don’t you go up there and tell them we haven’t had time for a 
proper consultation and, as you are the only legal representative our police state 
will allow me, you need more time to take your instructions?’

 ‘How much time?’

 ‘Time to send out for a clean shirt, a clean suit and some shaving things. 
Maybe even time for a shower. As long as it’s hot.’

 ‘There aren’t any showers in the cells.’
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 ‘No, but the judges have showers. I should know. When I was Mayor of London 
I had to pay for them. Tell them I want a shower.’

 ‘They won’t like it.’

 ‘Good,’ said Horace and sat heavily on one of the chairs.

 So John Cook, birdwatcher and journeyman lawyer, was obliged to present 
himself before two magistrates and Her Honour Judge Jane Bradshaw and ask 
not merely for a delay before his client could be arraigned before the court but for 
some basic facilities and courtesies to be afforded to him.

 Mrs Bradshaw, with her spider’s web brooch on view to the assembled 
pressmen and women, said she would withdraw with her two colleagues to 
consider the question. The pair, a trade union official and a Church of England lay 
preacher, agreed prisoner Thompson should not be treated any differently from 
any other defendant, drunk or sober, who appeared before the magistrates. Why 
should he be allowed a change of clothes and a shower? Homeless vagrants were 
never treated that well, why should they change the rules for an Eton-educated, 
pompous, overpaid, conceited traitor? Mrs Bradshaw could not agree more and 
when they returned to court, she told Mr Cook he could have an additional half an 
hour to take instructions, if that was really necessary, but as for the other requests, 
they were denied.

 Mr Cook returned to the interview room where Horace was calmly reading his 
book.

 ‘Reporting restrictions,’ was his first comment, after Cook delivered the 
verdict. ‘We need to get them lifted, straight away. When we enter court, that 
must be your first line of attack. Before anyone else gets a word in, we want 
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them to lift reporting restrictions. They can’t deny the request and, in any case, 
everyone will ignore them because the world and his wife is going to want every 
spit and cough of these proceedings.’

 ‘Bail?’ asked Cook.

 ‘Oh no, not bail. They’ve got to send me to prison.’

 ‘But they will want to give you bail. If you go to prison, they’ll be making a 
martyr of you straight away.’

 ‘Precisely.’


 That morning Dave was working on a particularly awkward connection in a 
central heating system. He was bent double over the pipes in someone’s loft when 
his workmate Simon Baxter took a picture of him and Tweeted it, announcing 
to his 11 followers that Dave Britten was unable to speak. He signed off with 
#struckdumb #Brexit.

 A few hours later, while she was at work on the wards in Walsall General 
Hospital, Angie Britten received an email from a friend asking if it was true Dave 
was unable to speak. She replied saying it was. ‘He’s so furious about what’s 
happening,’ she wrote, ‘That he can’t even speak any more.’

 Not long after that, the local paper, the ‘Express & Star’ rang Angie to ask if 
the story they had heard was really true. She said, once again, that it was. The 
paper asked if they could send round a reporter and photographer. Angie texted 
Dave who said OK, he’d be home by six.
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 The reporter and photographer duly arrived at ten to six and Angie gave them 
a cup of tea while Sophie and Poppy were told to turn off the television while 
they had guests. Dave arrived in his work clothes, smiled at the journalists and 
disappeared upstairs to change. He came down again in a Saddlers football top 
and jeans, his hair still dishevelled from the day’s work. The reporter, a young 
woman called Ellie, asked if it was true Dave couldn’t talk and whether there was 
a medical explanation.

 Dave smiled and shrugged.

 Angie said, ‘Dave was so upset by the arrest of Horace he woke up in the 
morning and found he couldn’t talk. He went to the doctor who said it was the 
first case he knew of where Brexit had struck someone dumb but he said lots of 
other people had been struck down with illness because of it. Some people had 
even died. Heart attacks, he said.’

 Dave nodded in agreement.

 ‘How does that make you feel, Angie?’ asked Ellie, while Wayne, the photog-
rapher, snapped away as the family sat on the sofa together, Dave, Angie and 
their two daughters, Sophie, aged seven, and five-year-old Poppy.

 ‘Disgusted,’ said Angie. ‘I want my husband back.’

 The story was on the Express & Star website later that evening and on the 
front page of the paper the following morning, under the headline: ‘Dumbstruck 
by Brexit’.

 By mid-morning, the story had spread to most of the main news websites. 
Several TV programmes were besieging the Britten’s family home for inter-
views with Angie, who wasn’t at home, and Dave was tracked down at work in 
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Little Aston, the posh part of Sutton Coldfield, which is, in turn, the posh part 
of Birmingham. Dave was dragged from a loft to meet a crew from Sky TV but 
couldn’t say anything. Instead, he stood beside Simon who announced, ‘Dave 
can’t speak and it’s Joe Berk’s fault. Dave is sick of people from that London 
defying the will of the people. And I agree with Dave. No wonder there’s rioting 
in the streets. No wonder the country is at a standstill and this so-called Govern-
ment of National Unity has divided the nation worse than ever.’

 The interviewer asked if Dave had always been against staying in the EU. He 
nodded. The interviewer asked if Dave was faking it. He shook his head. The 
reporter asked if Dave would see a consultant and a speech therapist to prove 
what he was claiming. Dave tried to suggest he claiming nothing, that he had not 
sought this attention, that he was as perplexed as anyone by what had happened. 
But as Dave could only express himself through gestures and by pulling strange 
faces, he failed to communicate any of this. Instead, he appeared on the lunch-
time TV news gurning oddly and looking somewhat freakish.

 Already a backlash was under way. The man’s a cheat and a liar they were 
saying on Twitter. The general gist of it all was: How could any sensible adult 
lose his voice when the Government was only doing what should have been done 
months ago, creating a stable, sensible administration which wasn’t full of head-
banging Brexiteers or dependent on the mad, bad and dangerous Ulster Unionists 
for its survival?

 Angie and Dave were asked to appear before the tribunal of all tribunals: 
James Basildon on ITV’s morning show ‘Hi There Britain’. They agreed to do so 
though it meant them both taking a day off work and asking Angie’s parents to 
look after Holly and Poppy. They were driven down to London that evening and 
put up in a swanky hotel not far from Westminster.

 In the evening, they took a walk towards the Houses of Parliament but the 
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whole area was sealed off by armed police. No-one was allowed across Westmin-
ster Bridge, the tube station was closed, Parliament Square and Whitehall were 
sealed off, even Westminster Abbey was out of bounds. Trafalgar Square was 
packed with people milling, jostling, arguing and exchanging punches. A few 
people had glued themselves to railings, the base of Nelson’s Column and the 
four plinths, though Angie and Dave could not work out if they were protesting 
on behalf of the Government, against it, or whether they were opposing capi-
talism or climate change or complaining Harry Corbett hadn’t been chosen as 
Prime Minister.

 It was chaotic but police on horseback surrounded most of the square and 
vans filled with armed riot police waited in the nearby streets. Other traffic had 
been banned from central London while the underground and bus services were 
suspended. Helicopters buzzed overhead. The whole atmosphere was threat-
ening. Angie and Dave walked swiftly back to their hotel in the hope of escaping 
the mayhem though on their arrival they were greeted by a posse of journalists 
surrounding some well-known European Union commissioner who was declaring 
her willingness to cooperate with the new Government.

 ‘You people,’ yelled Angie but nobody heard her.


 John Cook requested that reporting restrictions be lifted. Her Honour Judge 
Jane Bradshaw asked the prosecution QC, Sir Hardy Smoothly, the newly-ap-
pointed Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain, for his opinion. He said it would 
be prejudicial to law and order and a fair trial if restrictions were lifted but he could 
see no grounds to object, nevertheless. After briefly consulting her colleagues, 
the judge said there was no reason in law why she could deny the request.

 The clerk of the court read out the indictment written by the new Attorney 
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General, Charles Roberts. ‘Whereas it is notorious that Horace Thompson, 
former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, hath had a wicked design to totally subvert the ancient and fundamental 
laws and liberties of this nation, and in their trade to introduce an arbitrary and 
tyrannical Government, and that besides all other evil ways and means to bring 
this design to pass, whereby the country has been miserably wasted, the public 
treasure exhausted, trade decayed and other infinite mischiefs committed, for 
which all high and treasonable offences the said Horace Thompson might long 
since have been brought to exemplary and condign punishment and is therefore 
charged with high treason.’

 John Cook, who had never dealt with a case remotely resembling this, found 
himself sweating and trembling as he rose to speak. The courtroom was packed. 
Armed police stood guard at the entrances and beside the judge and two magis-
trates. In the dock, his client sat serenely, smiling vaguely like a short-sighted 
but amiable old man. Horace Thompson looked relaxed but slightly weary. John 
Cook’s arms and legs felt like lead as he hauled himself to his feet and looked 
first at his client and then at Her Honour Judge Jane Bradshaw and the two magis-
trates either side of her.

 ‘Your worships,’ he began.

 ‘Your Honour,’ interrupted Judge Jane.

 Flustered, Cook dropped his notes and there was a kerfuffle while he retrieved 
them. Horace looked sympathetically towards him and smiled encouragingly.

 Cook sorted out his papers and, hesitatingly at first but with increasing confi-
dence as the atmosphere in the courtroom calmed so everybody there could hear 
what he had to say. ‘Your Honour, your worships, may it please the court, I repre-
sent the defendant, Mr Horace Thompson,’ he said. ‘My client has been ille-
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gally arrested. He is being illegally detained. He is the victim of a coup worthy 
of a banana republic. And he requires me to say this: He would know by what 
authority, I mean lawful authority - there are many unlawful authorities including 
the Speaker of the House of Commons - he has been carried here from Downing 
Street and would know to what lawful authority he should answer. Remember, 
he is your Prime Minister, your lawful Prime Minister appointed by the Queen, 
therefore let him know by what lawful authority he is brought here. If he knew 
by what lawful authority he had been brought here, he would not be unwilling to 
answer but in the meantime he will not betray the trust committed to him by the 
people of the United Kingdom. He will not betray it to a new, unlawful authority.’

 There was a pause, a collective intake of breath, as if the assembled company 
could not quite believe what they had heard. Then there was commotion closely 
followed by demands for silence. The police officers, clutching their machine 
guns tightly, bristled. The court ushers bustled about in their swirling robes trying 
to hush people. The clerk of the court banged his gavel. Her Honour Judge Jane 
Bradshaw said, ‘It is not for the prisoner to question our authority. If he will not 
acknowledge the authority of the court, we must proceed in any case. The defen-
dant is not required to enter a plea today in any case. Sir Hardy?’

 Sir Hardy Smoothly, the new Lord Chancellor, slid to his feet and slicked 
his thick hair back off his high forehead. ‘We suggest an adjournment for eight 
weeks, your honour, before we are ready for committal proceedings to begin.’

 ‘And has the defence indicated whether it will contest those proceedings, Sir 
Hardy?’

 ‘It has not, your honour.’

 ‘Mr Cook?’ asked the judge, turning to Horace Thompson’s solicitor.
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 ‘I have yet to take instructions, your honour.’

 ‘Very well then, we will adjourn this case for eight weeks. There is the ques-
tion of bail. Sir Hardy?’

 ‘We would not oppose a request for bail, your honour. We do not think there 
is much chance of the prisoner absconding.’

 ‘Mr Cook?’

 ‘My client has instructed me that he is not requesting bail, your honour.’

 ‘Very well then,’ said Her Honour Judge Jane Bradshaw decisively, ‘Mr 
Thompson, you will be remanded in custody for eight weeks. Take him down.’ 
With that, she collected up her papers and stood to leave.

 Sir Hardy was quickly onto his feet. ‘Your Honour, this is most irregular,’ the 
Lord Chancellor complained.

 Still on her feet, Her Honour Judge Jane Bradshaw said, ‘Irregular? I don’t see 
anything irregular with this, Sir Hardy. The prisoner is accused of treason. There 
is no application for bail. Given the gravity of the charge, he must surely be held 
under lock and key. There are surely no precedents for the granting of bail in such 
a case.’

 ‘But he is innocent until proved guilty, Your Honour,’ said the by-now perspiring 
Sir Hardy as he considered the consequences of the judge’s peremptory decision. 
‘If he is held in custody there will be… well, there may be… there may be.. some 
unhappiness, Your Honour.’

 Her Honour Judge Jane Bradshaw sat down again. ‘Some unhappiness, Sir 
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Hardy?’

 ‘What I mean to say is, Your Honour, that imprisoning the former Prime 
Minister in this way, without trial, may be seen to be somewhat contrary to this 
nation’s reputation for justice and law and order.’

 ‘That can’t be helped, Mr Hardy. The law is the law and the law says that, 
without an application for bail, the prisoner must be held in custody.’

 ‘But is that the law, my lady? It is my understanding that a defendant is inno-
cent until proven guilty and, in this case, given there is no risk of the prisoner 
absconding, and assuming he proposes to defend himself against the charge…’

 ‘Does he propose to defend himself?’ Her Honour Judge Jane Bradshaw asked 
Mr Cook.

 The duty solicitor looked at his client, who was studying his fingernails and 
would not meet his eye. ‘My client does not recognise the legitimacy of this 
proceeding,’ he said reluctantly. ‘It must follow, therefore, that he is not prepared 
to enter a plea at any stage unless and until he is satisfied that the tribunal before 
whom he is to appear is a legitimate and legal assembly, Your Honour.’

 ‘There you are, then, Sir Hardy. He does not intend to plead not guilty. He 
must remain in custody. There are good grounds for assuming he might interfere 
with witnesses if he were to be granted his freedom.’

 ‘This is quite unprecedented,’ said the Lord Chancellor. ‘We shall have to 
appeal against this decision.’

 ‘Unprecedented, I agree,’ said the judge. ‘And it comes to something when the 
prosecution is pleading the defendant’s innocence and demanding that he be set 
free, does it not?’
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 ‘Only for the time being, Your Honour.’

 ‘Be that as it may, we have made our decision. Take him down.’ With that, Her 
Honour Judge Jane Bradshaw swept from the courtroom accompanied by her two 
magistrates, leaving the place in chaos and confusion as the ex-Prime Minister 
descended the steps back into the cells of the Old Bailey to await transfer to a 
proper prison. Though nobody had given any thought where he should be trans-
ferred to. Nobody had expected him to be kept locked up.

 Horace Thompson was last seen wearing that habitual schoolboy grin of his 
as the world’s journalists rushed to broadcast the news that the ex-PM was being 
jailed without trial accused of high treason.


 ‘In these unprecedented times of turmoil,’ said the TV presenter and friend 
of American President Ronald Dump, James Basildon by way of introduction, 
‘The Brexit debate has become more and more bitter. It has affected families up 
and down the country. But nowhere has it had more impact, I dare say, than in 
the household of Dave and Angie Britten. They are here this morning to explain. 
Dave?’

 The camera cut to Dave, who was wearing his one smart suit with an open-
necked white shirt and looking calm. He smiled and gave an apologetic look to 
James Basildon. ‘Angie?’ the presenter said.

 ‘As you know, James, my husband Dave can’t speak. He has lost his voice. He 
hasn’t been able to say a word since Horace Thompson was deposed and sent to 
prison.’

 ‘And why is that, Angie, do you think?’
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 ‘Well Dave is angry, James,’ she said. Angie was wearing a pale blue top 
and cream trousers. She’d had her light brown hair done by the TV company’s 
make-up team and, though she felt hot under the lights, she wasn’t nearly as 
afraid or nervous as she’d expected to be. She was enjoying the experience and 
she knew the kids would be watching at her parents’ house, which surprised her 
by making her feel more confident.

 ‘Angry, you say?’ said James.

 ‘Yes, well, Dave was one of the 17.4 million people who voted to leave the 
EU and here we are, more than three years later. We’ve missed deadline after 
deadline. There is deadlock in Parliament. Our MPs have let us down and now 
they have even accused the Prime Minister of treason. Dave is disgusted. So am 
I,’ said Angie, her Black Country accent becoming more noticeable as she grew 
more animated.

 ‘But has he really lost his voice? Surely he’s just faking it.’

 ‘Why would he do that?’

 ‘For the publicity.’

 ‘What do we want publicity for? Dave has never been involved in politics. 
He’s a plumber. He mends taps and fits bathrooms. He’s not interested in politics. 
He just wants what our politicians promised to give us. Brexit.’

 ‘Ah but so many people have changed their minds since the referendum, 
Angie. Don’t you think Dave should give them a chance as well?’

 ‘Last week, Walsall lost 3-1 to Grimsby Town. We accepted the result and 
moved on. We’re not demanding a replay just because one of our injured players 
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is fit again. That’s the way football works; that’s the way Parliament works too. 
We won the referendum, now give us what we voted for.’

 ‘Is that what you think, Dave?’ said James.

 He nodded vigorously and gave the thumbs-up.

 James then announced, ‘We have a consultant specialist with us today. He will 
be taking Dave off to examine him and they will return later in the show. We want 
to establish once and for all if this dumb-show is for real. Alright Dave, Angie?’

 The couple were led away while the programme went on to describe the 
protests and clashes taking place not just in London but in every major city. 
Widespread looting was taking place as some people took advantage of the chaos 
to steal widescreen TVs and other luxury goods. TV footage showed young men 
carting deep freezes, fridges, cigarettes, alcohol, even bars of chocolate from 
shops in Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow, Southampton and Cardiff. 
In Edinburgh the nationalists were holding an independence rally. In Belfast the 
streets were eerily quiet though a reporter warned clashes were likely later in the 
day between Unionists and Republicans. 


 Dave Britten, with Angie at his side, submitted to a barrage of investigations 
by James Basildon’s medical specialist, Dr Anan Daud. She poked and prodded 
Dave. She even hit him sharply on the leg and jabbed him with a needle expecting 
him to cry out. Though he grimaced and opened his mouth to express pain, no 
sounds emerged. Eventually, she was satisfied and, in due course, the trio were 
led back onto the set of the TV show and James Basildon demanded to know the 
consultant’s verdict.
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 ‘So,’ she began, as experts always do these days, ‘So, James, the thing is, 
David has got like what we in the National Health Service call MTD, Muscular 
Tension Dysphonia. Using like laryngoscopy and stroboscopy we can exclude 
anatomical abnormalities and stroboscopy allows us to like assess the mucosal 
wave as a marker for vocal fold vibration.’

 ‘What does that mean in English?’ said James with his cruel laugh.

 ‘So, it means there is nothing much wrong with David’s vocal chords but he 
certainly has like genuinely lost his like voice,’ said Anand with the winning 
smile that was making her the go-to doctor for TV shows like this. ‘That being so, 
this is like clearly a case of MTD. And as any like trainee GP can tell you, this is 
caused by stress and anxiety and the only treatments for it are like voice therapy 
and counselling.’

 ‘Or Brexit,’ said Angie, more loudly than she had intended.

 ‘Do you think he’d be cured if we ever left the European Union, Anand?’ 
asked James.

 ‘He might be. It’s just the rest of the country that would be made like perma-
nently sick,’ she said with a laugh, as if this might be a joke.

 ‘Ah, another Remainer,’ said Basildon with his cruel laugh.

 ‘Rather like you, James,’ said Angie bravely.

 ‘I’ve always thought psychosomatic illnesses weren’t real illnesses at all,’ he 
said, but before concluding the piece and moving to the latest spat between two 
overly-botoxed footballers’ wives, he turned to Dave. ‘The final word, Dave?’ he 
said cruelly.
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 A camera focused on the afflicted plumber and Dave put his hand up in front 
of his face, palm inwards, covering not just his mouth but his nose as well, in a 
show of his inability to communicate.

 It was this image, of an ordinary man from Walsall sitting unembarrassed on a 
TV sofa beside his wife, a consultant and James Basildon himself that made him 
famous. For some reasons, viewers of ‘Hi There Britain’ thought the spectacle of 
a television guest rendered incapable of speech by his fury at the political crisis 
the country had got itself into was of some symbolic significance.

 Dave with his hand in front of his face became the picture of the moment. 
It was Tweeted and Instagrammed and Facebooked and shared in a thousand, 
then ten thousand, then a hundred thousand and then millions of different ways. 
The image included sympathetic and supportive comments and hashtags. Dave’s 
gesture started to be copied. People began to send out selfies of themselves with 
their hands in front of their faces as a silent protest at the failure of politicians to 
deliver the will of the people.

 Overnight Dave found himself the non-spokesman for a new phenomenon: 
#dumbstruck.


 In Parliament there was disorder. The first task was to elect a new Speaker 
to replace Joe Berk. The deputy speaker Sir Laurie Boyle (who certainly didn’t 
want the job and loathed the former Speaker Joe Berk) struggled to make his 
voice heard as backbenchers argued, jumped up and down making points of 
order, refused to budge from the Government benches, came to blows in a couple 
of cases, and shouted each other down.

 Prime Minister Berk tried to make a statement but was told by Sir Laurie he 
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would have to wait until order was restored and a new Speaker had been chosen.

 ‘We can go on like this all night if we need to,’ cried Sir Laurie as loudly as he 
could.

 Piers Precious, one of the 22 Conservative rebels who connived in the coup 
and the downfall of Horace Thompson’s Government, was eventually found 
to command a majority of those MPs who actually voted - most of the Brexit 
supporting members refused to participate, saying this was all anarchy and illegal.

 Mr Precious, a former Culture Minister with few political friends and little 
Parliamentary support, was nevertheless seen by his new allies as being as safe 
and uncontroversial as they could get at a time when everything was unsafe and 
highly controversial.

 Mr Speaker Precious robed himself in the accustomed garb, called the house 
to order in a weak and piping voice, and invited the Prime Minister to make a 
statement. Mr Berk’s words were drowned out by the howling of his opponents 
and the counter-howling of his allies. The broadcasters were forced to cut off the 
sound from the Commons altogether and get Laura Kuenssberg to read out the 
statement as the Prime Minister was giving it.

 It explained that, first of all, the UK would not be leaving the EU any time 
soon. The EU had generously granted this country a 12-month extension in order 
that the new Government of National Unity which Mr Berk had the honour to 
lead might hold a second referendum on the issue in the firm expectation that this 
time the people of the United Kingdom would be wise enough to recognise where 
their interests truly lay and vote, after all, to remain inside the EU. In such an 
eventuality, Mr Berk said, he had received personal assurances that there would 
be no change to the terms of the UK’s membership, though the rebate negotiated 
by Margaret Thatcher, and worth about £6 billion a year, would have to be aban-
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doned as unfair and unrealistic.

 Mr Berk said he hoped to legislate for a referendum within the next three 
weeks and for the vote itself to be held before Easter 2020. He said that, once this 
great issue was resolved, Parliament would be dissolved and a General Election 
held, probably in May 2020.

 The shouting and cries of shame did not die down. Indeed, one or two of the 
Tories now on the opposition benches were so red in the face with anger that 
viewers might have worried for their physical and mental health. On the Govern-
ment benches, however, there were smiles of smug satisfaction.

 The Chancellor of the Exchequer, John Mctavish, a hard-bitten Communist 
dedicated to the downfall of capitalism, was already planning his emergency 
budget which would nationalise the railways, the energy industry, the water 
industry and British Airways while taking ten per cent of all company shares into 
the ownership of their workers, lowering income tax thresholds, introducing a 
new higher rate of 90 per cent on earnings over £100,000 and imposing a ban on 
the ownership of second homes or buy-to-let properties.

 The Home Secretary, Mary Mabbutt, was sitting alongside Mctavish reading 
through her notes. She was confused by the briefing she’d been given by her 
civil servants this morning. Was it 250 more police officers over three years or 
350 more officers over two years? And was that enough anyway? Meanwhile her 
party leader, Harry Corbett, was sitting on the opposite benches alongside all the 
Conservatives because he had spent his entire life opposing everything and he 
didn’t see why he should change now, especially as they had refused to make him 
the Prime Minister.

 Privately, as he told the courgette beds on his council allotment, he was 
relieved not to have been made Prime Minister. Nothing could be worse, as far 
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as he was concerned. What was the point of being against everything for your 
entire career if you suddenly found yourself trying to be positive about anything? 
Harry was happier complaining than he would ever be if he was responsible for 
making decisions. In those circumstances, he could imagine himself standing on 
a street corner denouncing whatever decision he had just made. He could even 
imagine himself allying with the Brexit Party or even the Tories just as he usually 
allied himself with the IRA or Hamas. ‘Just say no’ wasn’t only an anti-drugs 
slogan, it was Harry’s entire philosophy of life. At his age, he’d rather have a nice 
afternoon nap even if Mary Mabbutt was disappointed by his refusal to become 
Foreign Secretary.

 That role had, of course, gone to Jane Swinbrook, the Liberal Democrat Party 
leader. Jane, at 22, was the youngest Foreign Secretary since David Owen, but 
she knew enough about what goes on abroad to realise Britain’s future was in 
Europe where someone would know what to do about things like the Middle East 
and the rise of China while she concentrated on promoting transgender equality 
and giving the vote to 16-year-olds.

 When Prime Minister Berk had finished, the new Speaker, Piers Precious, 
looked towards the opposition benches on the assumption that someone would 
want to stand up and question Mr Berk about his statement. The deposed and 
leaderless Tories, however, declined to rise to the bait. Not one of them stood. 
Instead, they jeered the Prime Minister and the Speaker. Piers Precious rose to 
his feet. ‘Is there no-one on the Opposition benches wishing to speak in this 
important debate?’ There was more jeering and cries of ‘You’ve jailed him’ and 
‘This is an illegal assembly’ as piping Piers Precious cried out with all the force 
his voice could muster, Order! Order!’

 Then several backbench MPs stood up with their hands covering their mouths, 
just as they had seen Dave Britten do earlier in the day on TV. Their opponents, 
now on the Government benches, jeered and barracked but the more they did 
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so, the more MPs stood up and held their hands over their mouths. Pretty soon, 
every politician on the Opposition benches, including the usually far-too-vocal 
Ulster Unionists, were standing before Speaker Piers Precious and the Govern-
ment benches with their hands in front of their mouths.

 ‘Order! Order!’ cried Mr Speaker Precious as the Government’s collection 
of Labour, Liberal, Nationalist and Green MPs brayed and jeered like so many 
public-school Hooray Henries after a heavy drinking session at the Henley regatta 
while their opponents, the dispossessed former governing party whose leader was 
in jail, stood with their hands to their mouths demonstrating their speechlessness.

 This was the start of a trend.


 The protests in London showed no sign of dying down. Horace Thompson was 
kept in the cells below the Old Bailey for several days because it was considered 
unsafe to transfer him anywhere else. He was allowed visitors and, by special 
dispensation, he was granted the use of the judges’ quarters in the evenings, 
mornings and at weekends so he could at least shower, shave and sleep in a bed. 
Several women came for private audiences with him though he failed to establish 
with any certainty that his accommodation was not bugged, CCTVd or otherwise 
kept under surveillance. As a result, not much happened during his encounters 
with younger, female friends other than discussion about his incarceration, the 
prospects of gaining his liberty and the political situation in general.

 Prime Minister Berk was preparing a short Bill to go through Parliament which 
would ensure a second referendum taking place on the last Thursday in March. 
One question on everybody’s lips was whether Horace would be allowed out of 
jail before the referendum was held, either on bail or because he had been tried 
and found not guilty.
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 Furious debates were taking place on TV, in the papers and elsewhere over 
what the penalty for treason should be if Horace were to be convicted. And as 
he was to be tried by members of the House of Lords - a jury of his Peers if ever 
there was one - it was pretty obvious Horace would be convicted. After all, since 
the reform of the Lords first instigated by a previous, discredited Prime Minister 
whose name nobody could now remember, there was an inbuilt anti-Conserva-
tive majority. And even some of the Tories in the Lords couldn’t be relied on to 
support the man who was still their party leader.

 Horace himself went back to doing what he always did when he was in a tricky 
situation - he wrote an article for the ‘Daily Telegraph’. This not only gave him 
an opportunity to explain, in his own words, what he was thinking without the 
intermediary of the BBC or Channel 4 inquisitors distorting and misrepresenting 
everything he said. It also earned him a lot of money, which he needed for child 
maintenance (he could never remember if he had six or seven children with three 
or four women, though he was pretty sure his ex-wife could and she would doubt-
less be able to advise him when all of this had died down).

 Horace found himself very taken with the #dumbstruck campaign. He needed 
2,353 words to explain just how dumbstruck he had become as a result of the 
allegations of treason levelled against him in what he could only describe as a 
Remainer establishment coup against the people of the United Kingdom. The 
country, he said, had been taken over by a small clique of left-wing London 
liberals. This elite had set itself in direct opposition to the constitution and the 
people. What was to become of this once-great nation, this beacon of democracy, 
this mother of Parliaments?


 Dave Britten went home to Walsall with Angie. He was exhausted. They both 
were. It wasn’t having to get up early or the stress of appearing on national TV. 
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It wasn’t even the attention they seemed to receive - people stopped them in the 
street; one or two attempted to communicate with Dave using sign language but 
he had no idea what they were trying to say; they were being trolled on Insta-
gram and Facebook (something Dave only ever used to promote his plumbing 
business), insulted and reviled. Dave was tired because he felt stressed by what 
was happening to the country; Angie was tired for a much simpler reason - her 
husband couldn’t talk.

 The kids, Sophie and Poppy, were in tears when they collected them because 
other kids had been unkind to them at school. Sophie, who was seven, thought 
she could cope but was sorry for little Poppy, who just cried and kept saying, ‘My 
daddy’s perfectly normal.’

 Unfortunately for Sophie, Poppy and their mother, it wasn’t true their daddy 
was perfectly normal. Dave recognised this. How could you be normal and just 
lose your voice overnight? What was normal about that sort of over-reaction to 
events over which he had no say, no control, no influence whatsoever? It was 
lunacy. There was nothing physically wrong with him, he knew. He could roll his 
tongue and grumble in his throat. He could think in sentences, he knew all the 
words he’d always known, he had the same thoughts he wanted to express. He 
just couldn’t. It was worse than frustrating.

 And it was beginning to make his job difficult. There was more demand for 
his services than ever before, though most of the people who called wanted to 
discuss Brexit with him which was pretty pointless and Angie was sick of having 
to say the same thing, time after time, about how Dave had lost his voice and 
couldn’t come to the phone but if they wanted work done they could discuss it 
with him via e-mail though if they wanted to discuss the state of the nation, he 
wasn’t really in the mood for it.

 The whole thing became more and more depressing as the days passed and the 
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new Government settled into office while Horace Thompson languished in his 
cell. Not forgotten, because he kept his name in the papers and his supporters did 
all they could to protest against the National Government’s coup. The charge of 
treason was examined in minute detail and torn apart by the papers, but Horace 
stayed put.

 John Cook, the duty solicitor who had been the only lawyer made available to 
Horace at his first appearance in court, was retained by the State as the defendant’s 
representative even though the ex-Prime Minister had dozens of more influen-
tial, learned and well-connected lawyers he could call on. This was because the 
Cabinet had decreed Mr Thompson should not be given the freedom to choose 
his lawyers.

 Home Secretary Mary Mabbutt went on the TV to make the point, ‘Most defen-
dants have to make do with whoever is made available by the justice system, they 
can’t just pick and choose their lawyers because they don’t have the money or 
the power. Why should someone accused of treason be given special treatment? 
It’s bad enough he enjoyed the privilege of an Eton education.’ The interviewer 
pointed out she had sent her own son to a fee-paying school but she replied, ‘That 
is completely different’ and she was not questioned further on the subject.

 The difficulty for the TV and radio stations was that Horace Thompson’s 
supporters had adopted the #dumbstruck approach to the whole situation. When-
ever a spokesman, representative or supporter of Brexit was invited to appear on 
a programme, he or she would always turn up and chat amiably to the researchers 
before the live broadcast, at which point they would hold a hand in front of their 
mouths and clam up. Saying nothing, they realised, was the most eloquent protest 
of all.

 Even the usually-loquacious Neil Garage, leader of the Brexit Party, decided 
what was happening was so outrageous he would join the trend. He even started 
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to hold political rallies where he would stand on the stage with his hand in front 
of his mouth while a video was played showing all the political events of the last 
week or two. The speeches of Prime Minister Berk, Speaker Piers Precious and 
the others, together with footage of Horace Thompson being bundled into a police 
van, all spoke for themselves. A sinister sequence depicting armed police officers 
in paramilitary gear sweeping down Whitehall and taking up posts outside the 
Palace of Westminster eloquently displayed the true nature of the Government of 
National Unity.

 TV bulletins were forced to replay this footage or show audiences standing in 
silence with their hands to their mouths.

 Dave Britten’s campaign, a campaign he did not knowingly start let alone 
promote, became the opposition to the Government of National Unity. This led, 
in turn, to a court case brought by Brexit supporters who accused the BBC of 
bias for broadcasting the views of the Government and its supporters without 
balancing this with comments from their opponents. The broadcasters argued that 
they had no choice when one side of the political divide had chosen deliberately 
to maintain its silence. How could they provide balanced reports or interviews 
when Brexiteers all refused to engage in any discussion?

  The case was fast-tracked to the Supreme Court. The judges of the Supreme 
Court were not the objective, unbiased, cool, calculating experts of popular 
mythology. Created by the former Prime Minister whose name nobody now 
remembers, they were presided by a feminist ex-university law lecturer married 
to another ex-university law lecturer. With her sat two Scottish judges, one 
from Wales and one from Northern Ireland. Others also served as judges in the 
European Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights, one of 
them founded the EU Forum of Judges for the Environment, most of them were 
experts in family law. They all brought with them the anti-Brexit prejudices of 
the Establishment in their various parts of the country. How could they possibly 
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be expected to rule in favour of the ousted Prime Minister? These were the same 
people who supported Tina Muller’s bid to force the last Prime Minister, Agnes 
June, to hold a Commons vote on Brexit in the first place and then delivered the 
blow of rejecting Horace Thompson’s bid to prorogue Parliament even though, 
his opponents having won their case, they didn’t know what to do when the 
Commons was forced by the Court to sit for an additional four days.

 The broadcasters argued that, if one side was given a right of reply and delib-
erately chose not to exercise that right, the legal requirement for balance could 
not apply because it could not be enforced. Lawyers for the Brexiteers argued 
that the failure of the broadcasters to put up spokesmen or women opposed to 
the Government of National Unity’s policies meant the broadcasters should not 
broadcast anything the Government said because it would always be unbalanced. 
Without dissent, Britain’s broadcasters would descend into a propaganda arm of 
an illegal administration.

 The judges said this argument was ridiculous. Governments had to govern, 
broadcasters had to explain what was happening and there was therefore no obli-
gation on the broadcasters to even-up the airtime if one side refused to partici-
pate.

 The problem, the TV and radio stations quickly discovered, was that there 
was no argument, no controversy and, as a result, very little interest in their news 
and current affairs programmes. They hoped to fill the silences with ‘ordinary 
people’. These are the folk they interview on the streets of places like Peterbor-
ough or Stoke on Trent and pretend they are representative of ‘ordinary people’ 
even though, even then, they try make sure both sides of any argument get an 
airing.

 Thanks to Dave Britten, ‘ordinary people’ declined to take part in these debates. 
If they saw a camera crew haunting a High Street, they crossed the street to avoid 
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it. Or, if they were accosted by some reporter with a microphone, they simply 
placed their hands in front of their mouths and shook their heads. The more this 
was seen on the TV, the more other people were inclined to do the same thing 
until, it seemed, half the population had succumbed to this infection.

 Meanwhile, John Cook, Horace’s solicitor, was taking the Government to 
court. John himself didn’t much care about Brexit one way or the other. He was 
fed up with the whole thing and had long ago given up paying any attention to 
the daily news. His wife Joan was fairly indifferent to the thing as well. Joan 
was too busy caring for their two grandchildren which their daughter, Samantha, 
lumbered her with from Monday to Friday every week so that she, Samantha, 
could pursue her career as an economist at the University of West Bromwich. 
This involved Sam rushing up to the West Midlands every Monday morning and 
returning every Friday evening. Sam’s husband Sebastian, meanwhile, couldn’t 
look after the kids (twins, aged one and a half) during the week because he was 
trying to build up his business, a restaurant in Islington. Sam and Seb spent the 
weekends with the kids and rarely spoke to her parents, especially now John was 
representing Horace Thompson, who they both despised heartily.

 Sam and Seb assumed, without ever discussing it with them, that her parents 
had voted for Brexit because that was what old folk did and John and Joan were 
nothing if not old.

 John carried on working, partly to keep away from the twins, his daughter and 
his son-in-law. He went birdwatching whenever he could.

 But just at the moment, he was attracting far too much attention. His client 
Mr Thompson insisted on retaining him, in fact he had no choice in the matter 
because the Government of National Unity was adamant he was the best Horace 
could get. John Cook took it on himself, though, to challenge them all. He even 
went on TV to argue his case.
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 ‘I am a jobbing criminal solicitor,’ he told the BBC Radio 4 Today programme, 
one of those losing even more listeners because of its failure to induce Brexiteers 
to take part in its discussions. ‘I know next to nothing about politics let alone 
how the crime of treason and the impeachment of a Prime Minister works. I have 
taken advice from leading QCs, of course, but when it comes to representing Mr 
Thompson in the court of the House of Lords, it really does need to be done by 
someone much better qualified to do it than I am.’

 The interviewer, Sally Brown, a famous Labour politician’s daughter with a 
slight speech impediment, said, ‘But Home Secretary Mary Mabbutt says Horace 
should have the same level of legal representation available to anybody else.’

 ‘It depends on the nature of the case,’ said John Cook courteously and cautiously. 
‘It’s like saying everyone is entitled to equal treatment on the National Health 
Service but if you are ill with cancer then the help of the average GP is no good 
at all. The GP can look after you if you’ve just got a bad cold but he…’

 ‘Or she,’ interrupted Sally Brown.

 ‘Of course, the GP can’t help you if you’ve got cancer. That requires an expert 
specialist with skills most GPs do not have. The same applies to the law. Mr 
Thompson needs the skills of a specialist and it is wrong to deny him access to 
one. My client is facing perhaps the most grievous charge imaginable. He has 
to be entitled to the best representation available. Especially when it is perfectly 
clear he will never get a fair trial.’

 John Cook hadn’t intended to say the last bit, about a fair trial. It wasn’t done 
for a lawyer to question the impartiality or integrity of the judiciary even if, in 
this case, the court in question was an assembly of political appointees in the 
largest quango in the world, the House of Lords.
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 Sally Brown seized on his comment. ‘It has been said before that Mr Thompson 
won’t get a fair trial but is that now your official view, as his legal representa-
tive?’

 John Cook ran a hand over his flat, grey hair and looked into the corner of the 
studio as if for help, found none, paused a little longer, sighed and said, ‘It is. I 
am afraid it is. I do not see how Horace Thompson can be tried or judged by an 
assembly which has conspired to remove him from office illegally.’

 ‘Illegally?’

 ‘Of course illegally. I think that is no longer a matter for debate. I think 
everyone, on all sides, is agreed that this so-called Government of National Unity 
has taken the law into its own hands and is making it up as they go along. The 
legality of what has gone on is certainly questionable and, in the eyes of many 
experts, it is illegal. Except, perhaps, as it is sanctioned under European law, the 
very law Mr Thompson is seeking to extricate ourselves from.’

 John Cook found himself flushed, sweating and embarrassed. He spoke slowly, 
picking his words as carefully as the situation allowed. But he was aware that the 
more he said, the worse it would get for him. He did not want to attract more 
attention than absolutely necessary, but what was he to do? It was his duty to 
make as good a case as possible on his client’s behalf and, from his client’s point 
of view, he was speaking nothing but the truth: Horace was fucked.

 
 Dave Britten couldn’t go to work any more. Every customer wanted to debate 
Brexit with him but he couldn’t reply. He didn’t want this notoriety. He did not 
want to be berated whenever he stepped out of doors by people as angry as he was, 
or even more so, either in support of his views or in opposition to them. He was 
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sick of being labelled a racist but at the same time it was fatiguing to be seen as a 
cheerleader for the ‘silent majority’ who wanted Brexit at any price, at the earliest 
possible moment, and were sick of having the will of the people thwarted by the 
liberal establishment which infested that London and who believed fervently that 
the rest of the country owed them allegiance and was lucky to be living off their 
money anyway. The provinces were, in the words of Gideon Little, the ex-Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer who was now editor of that London’s free newspaper, 
‘The Average’, ‘a Third World country like a canker attached to a First World city 
state’.

 Dave thought he would go fishing. It was the only way he could get some 
peace. He drove slowly for 90 miles from Walsall to the Welsh reservoir of 
Lake Vyrnwy to seek consolation in a search for trout. By now Dave realised he 
couldn’t do anything much without being able to talk, so he had started carrying 
a notebook and pen to write down what he wanted. The problem was that, as soon 
as people cottoned on to what he was doing, they started writing their replies. 
For some reason, they seemed to think that if he couldn’t speak, he couldn’t hear 
either. They talked about him to one another as if he wasn’t there. Or, if they 
realised he could hear, they nevertheless spoke to him as if he were a simpleton. 
‘What - is - it - you - want?’ they would ask, speaking far more loudly than usual 
and much more slowly. ‘Fishing - is - it - sir?’

 Dave would nod and smile and they would sort him out with a boat while, at 
the same time, discussing him with each other. ‘It’s that bloke, you know, the 
dumb plumber?’

 ‘Dumb plumb?’

 ‘Something about Brexit.’

 ‘Ha! Don’t talk to me about bloody Brexit.’
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 ‘I’m - sorry - sir - fishing - season - ended - it - is - November - now - you - 
know. No - trout - fishing - this - late - in - the - year.’

 Eventually Dave was left alone to drift off onto the water in a rowing boat, 
without even a fishing rod. It was enough to have the cool autumn wind for 
company and he could listen to the silence, the plashing of the water, watch the 
occasional falcon swirling on the eddies of the breeze and enjoy the sight of the 
clouds racing above the purple hills.

 And then, when he got home in the early evening, more at peace than he had 
been since the Prime Minister was deposed, Dave Britten was arrested.


 Prime Minister Joe Berk refused to give any interviews, with or without 
spokespeople from the opposition sitting there with their hands in front of their 
faces. He said he didn’t see the need to curry favour with the media when his 
Government of National Unity was busy rescuing the country from three years 
of uncertainty, dither and chaos. He did occasionally send out John Mctavish, 
the hard-bitten hard-man of his administration, to rough up even the most pliable 
journalist and make it clear where their loyalties needed to lie.

 Mctavish, the first Chancellor of the Exchequer ever to have declared it his aim 
to bring down the entire capitalist system, was smart, reasonable, plausible, polite 
and calm. He dealt with every question in an even, unemotional, expressive and 
essentially classless voice which hinted at his boarding school roots. Mctavish, 
known affectionately by his friends and less kindly by his enemies, as Macavity 
after TS Eliot’s cat (‘The Napoleon of Crime’, the ‘monster of depravity’, who 
is ‘outwardly respectable’ and always ‘not there’) explained quite reasonably to 
every media outlet from the BBC’s Today programme on Radio 4 to ‘Hi There 
Britain’ on ITV why Dave Britten had been detained.
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 ‘We live in a democracy,’ Mctavish explained quite reasonably, shooting his 
cuffs and adjusting the handkerchief in the breast pocket of his suit, ‘And democ-
racy requires public discussion. It requires debate. We need to hear what oppo-
nents of our policies have to say. We can only modify what we are doing if we are 
able to engage in open and honest talk around the subject. This policy of defiance, 
this preposterous silence, is stifling debate. Indeed, it’s killing off debate alto-
gether. Even the newspapers are at it. Today, the “Daily Mail” has two entirely 
blank pages except for a headline “Why Horace is still the real Prime Minister”. 
Well how ridiculous…’

 James Basildon interrupted him. ‘Surely a newspaper can print what it likes?’

 ‘Of course it can, this is a free country, but newspapers have a public duty, to 
report and discuss the great issues of the day. They are deliberately avoiding that 
duty, ducking it, undermining our democracy, by avoiding the subject, avoiding 
the issue. We can’t let it go on. So this civil disobedience has to come to an end. 
It is up to the courts to decide guilt or innocence, of course, but that is the reason 
Mr Britten has been detained. We can’t have people going round making a noise 
about this campaign of silence. This is a Government of National Unity and we 
are seeking to unite the nation. People like Mr Britten are undermining that by 
their wilful defiance and refusal to engage. It has to stop.’

 Basildon looked perplexed. ‘But don’t people have a right to disagree with 
what you are trying to do? After all, 52 per cent of the population voted for 
Brexit.’

 ‘Of course they do,’ said Mctavish with a wide smile. ‘It is, as I say, a free 
country. We welcome disagreement, we want debate. But debate, not defiance of 
democracy. Not defiance of common sense. Not a refusal to participate. We all 
have a civic duty. How can you have a Government if there isn’t any opposition? 
This is not a dictatorship.’
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 ‘Oh, isn’t it?’ said Basildon with mock-surprise.

 ‘Now, now, James,’ said Mctavish with a laugh which somehow carried with 
it an undertone of menace. ‘That is the problem with this campaign of civil 
disobedience, it tends to suggest the Government is somehow not legitimate. As 
if we are in some way usurpers. Let me make it perfectly clear - we command 
a majority in Parliament, we represent the majority of MPs, we have a perfect 
right to form a Government in the best interests of the whole country, Scotland, 
Northern Ireland, Wales, everywhere. All we are asking for is the resumption of 
the normal political to-and-fro which is a characteristic of every healthy democ-
racy.’

 ‘So you are saying that #dumbstruck is unhealthy for our democracy?’

 ‘Certainly it is, which is why the silence has got to stop.’


 John Cook, Horace’s solicitor, rarely entered the crown courts let alone the 
highest court in the land, and then only to sit at the back and advise a barrister if 
necessary, now found himself before the highest court in the land.

 He argued as forcefully as he knew how that Mr Thompson had a right to 
better legal representation. He said Mr Thompson was not asking for the State to 
pay for this, he had private means and could afford to appoint his own legal team 
but he must have the right to meet lawyers other than duty solicitor John Cook.

 The court disagreed. Lady Whale, its president, a wizened old woman with a 
big brooch depicting a snake with an emerald head, said lawyers were like taxis. 
They were all equally good and a client was obliged to take the next available 
adviser which, in this case, happened to be Mr John Cook. His client should be 
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content with that and Mr Cook would just have to face up to his obligations, like 
it or not. The court did not believe the fairness or otherwise of the impending 
trial would be affected one way or another by the quality of the defendant’s legal 
representation.

 On the steps of the court, Mr Cook complained the ruling destroyed the idea 
that some lawyers were better, more skilled or could command greater respect 
than others. This was ridiculous, he said. It was part of a deliberate attempt by the 
Remainer Establishment to ensure Mr Thompson was kept out of the way for as 
long as possible.

 To make matters worse, the Supreme Court ruled that the former Prime 
Minister should be treated like a common criminal. It said his sojourn under 
the Royal Courts of Justice in the Strand must be brought to a swift end and he 
should be transported to a regular prison, preferably a maximum-security jail to 
ensure no dissident Brexiteers tried to help him to escape.

 Which is how Horace Thompson and Dave Britten ended up sharing a cell 
at Long Lartin Prison in Worcestershire, a jail usually reserved for dangerous 
murderers and convicted terrorists.


 Horace was in a good mood. The Government of National Unity couldn’t 
agree on what question to put to the voters in a referendum and the ex-Con-
servatives in its ranks were not willing to allow Chancellor Mctavish to intro-
duce a Budget which stole shares of people and nationalised large swathes of the 
economy without the money to pay for it.

 The Home Secretary Mary Mabutt was surprised to discover the crime rate 
was rising sharply and the prisons were filling up as angry Brexiteers took to the 
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streets in protest. She said she was considering whether to deport dozens, perhaps 
hundreds, of the worst offenders to the Falkland Islands. ‘They deported crimi-
nals to Australia in the 18th and 19th century so why shouldn’t we deport them 
today?’ she asked.

 Horace welcomed Dave to their cell. ‘The accommodation’s pretty cramped 
I’m afraid,’ he said, like a genial host showing a guest round his home. ‘But it’s 
not too bad if you’ve been to boarding school. What are you in for? Oh yes, civil 
disobedience, well good for you. Lost your voice, haven’t you? Don’t suppose 
this is conducive to getting it back, is it?’

 Dave looked despondent. He had been whisked from his house in a police 
van, at the centre of a convoy of a dozen vehicles, blue lights flashing, while 
Angie screamed and the children cried. It was headline news that the leader of the 
#dumbstruck movement had been imprisoned and the following morning Walsall 
magistrates’ court was filled with people while Dave was led up to the dock, still 
in his waterproof fishing gear, and remanded in custody for six weeks.

 The duty solicitor, Enoch Evans, protested about the arrest, the charge and the 
remand in custody but the magistrate, Hafeez Khan, a local Labour councillor 
and trade unionist, had received his orders and did as he was told. And he had 
been told by someone close to someone close to the Home Secretary’s aide who 
was, in turn, close to the Home Secretary herself that it was a matter of national 
security for Dave Britten should be kept inside for as long as possible. Hafeez 
knew what he had to do.

 ‘Dave, isn’t it? Mind if I call you David?’ asked Horace. ‘Looks as if they’ve 
given us the honeymoon suite - separate facilities, cut off from the rest of the 
prison. Just as well if you ask me. One or two of our fellow residents are not the 
sort you’d want to encounter on a dark night, I can tell you. Think I may have had 
a hand in sending one or two of them down here in the first place. Expect it’s all 
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a bit difficult for you, isn’t it, David?’

 Dave was close to tears. He was exhausted, bewildered and bereft. He had been 
questioned by the police and, though he had communicated by writing notes, he had 
not really protested his innocence because he couldn’t believe this was happening to 
him. He was grieving about Angie, who he had last seen in floods of tears in the cells 
at Walsall magistrates’ court. He couldn’t imagine what the girls must be thinking, let 
alone what their friends might be saying. And to find himself sharing a cell with the 
man whose own plight had struck him dumb in the first place seemed, if anything, the 
most bizarre of all these bizarre events.

 Horace chattered on, not minding that Dave was scarcely listening. ‘Don’t you 
worry, David, we’ll come through this hour of trial and emerge like Orpheus ascending 
from the underworld. As I have discovered myself, there are no disasters, only oppor-
tunities. And, indeed, opportunities for fresh disasters,’ Horace joked. ‘Your friends 
will be distraught at what’s happened to you, David. Nothing excites compassion, in 
friend and foe alike, as much as the sight of you ker-splonked on the Tarmac with your 
propeller buried six feet under.’

 David nodded disconsolately, though he was beginning to lose the thread of what 
the ex-Prime Minister was saying.

 ‘It is just flipping unbelievable,’ Boris continued. ‘That berk Berk, the new Prime 
Minister. He is a mixture of Harry Houdini and a greased piglet. He is barely human 
in his elusiveness. Nailing Berk is like trying to pin jelly to a wall. But never fear, 
my policy on cake is pro having it and pro eating it. We shall win our Brexit and win 
our election. Everybody knows voting Tory will cause young women to have bigger 
breasts and increase your chances of owning a BMW M3.

 ‘And nobody’s putting up with all this EU nonsense any longer. Take olives. First 
they make us pay in our taxes for Greek olive groves, many of which probably don’t 
exist. Then they say we can’t dip our bread in olive oil in restaurants. We didn’t join 
the Common Market – betraying the New Zealanders and their butter – in order to be 
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told when, where and how we must eat the olive oil we have been forced to subsidise. 
I can hardly condemn Neil Garage as a boss-eyed, foam-flecked Euro hysteric, when 
I have been sometimes not far short of boss-eyed, foam-flecked hysteria myself.

 ‘This coalition of the non-starters, the never-wozzers, the losers and the lost want 
us to go to the polls in a second referendum in such a state of quivering apprehension 
that we do the bidding of the Euro-elites, and vote to stay in the European Union. But 
leaving the EU would be a win-win for all. The EU costs us a huge amount of money 
and, as we can see given that we are both in prison because of it, the EU subverts our 
democracy. This is not a time to quail, David. It is not a crisis, nor should we see it 
as an excuse for wobbling or self-doubt. It is a moment for hope and ambition for 
Britain. A time not to fight against the tide of history, but to take that tide at the flood, 
and sail on to fortune.’

 What Dave really wanted to do was tell Horace to shut the fuck up. He was bored 
to death with Brexit. He didn’t care about the arguments one way or another. He had 
heard them all a thousand times over the last three years and they didn’t make any 
difference any more. Everybody knew what they thought, where they stood and what 
they wanted. They wanted it all to be in the past never mind whether leaving the EU 
was a good idea, a bad idea or a bit of both.

 Dave wanted silence. He wanted to wallow in his own misery. He couldn’t believe 
what had happened to him and the last thing, the very last thing, he needed at the 
moment was to be the audience for a speech by Horace Thompson.

 The cell lights were too bright. The cell was too warm. The cell-mate too talkative. 
Dave had to get out.

 But Dave Britten was trapped.

 There was nowhere to go.

 There was no escape.
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‘The only difference between 
today and 1649 is that, thank 
God, we are not wielding 
swords.’
Appalled by the way our politicians have handled Brexit, 
Walsall plumber Dave Britten is literally dumbstruck. He is so 
angry he can no longer speak.

The last straw was the arrest and impeachment of the Prime 
Minister, Horace Thompson, on a charge of treason.

As the liberal remainer establishment goes to any lengths to 
thwart the will of the people, establishing a Government of 
National Unity under new Prime Minister Joe Berk, Dave 
Britten is completely lost for words.

This short story is one of those extremely rare works of fiction 
written from the point of view of the people who actually want 
the United Kingdom to leave the European Union.
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